
Rushing Advanced Orchestra Supplies 
 

 

 

 

 

 

A $50 general orchestra fee (orchestra shirt, binder, binder supplies, student subscriptions to music software) 

will be due by the second week of school 

 

 

 

 

 

Violin 

Violin Supplies (needed for your instrument) 

- Shoulder Rest (Brand: Everest or Kun) 

- Folding Music Stand (Needed for home practice) 

- Luggage Tag with student’s name to place on 

instrument case 

- Fun keychain for the case for identification 

purposes 

 

Class Supplies (needed every class period) 

- Method Book: Artistry in Strings Book 2 

- D’Addario Micro Violin Tuner 

- Cleaning Cloth (can be a cotton washcloth)  

 

Viola 

Viola Supplies (needed for your instrument) 

- Shoulder Rest (Brand: Everest or Kun) 

- Folding Music Stand (Needed for home practice) 

- Luggage Tag with student’s name to place on 

instrument case 

- Fun keychain for the case for identification 

purposes 

 

Class Supplies (needed every class period) 

-   Method Book: Artistry in Strings Book 2 

- D’Addario Micro Violin Tuner 

- Cleaning Cloth (can be a cotton washcloth)  

 



Rushing Advanced Orchestra Supplies 
 

 

 

 

 

A $50 general orchestra fee (orchestra shirt, binder, binder supplies, student subscriptions to music software) 

will be due by the second week of school 

 

 

 

 

Cello 

Cello Supplies (needed for your instrument) 

- Rockstop 

- Folding Music Stand (Needed for home practice) 

- Luggage tag with student’s name to place on 

home instrument case 

 

Class Supplies (needed every class period) 

-   Method Book: Artistry in Strings Book 2 

- Korg Sledgehammer Pro Tuner 

- Cleaning Cloth (can be a cotton washcloth)  

 

Bass 

Bass Supplies (needed for your instrument) 

- Rockstop 

- Folding Music Stand (Needed for home practice) 

- Luggage tag with student’s name to place on 

home instrument case 

- simple wooden bar stool that can be purchased 

from Target or Wal-Mart that will be used for 

home practice and concerts. If you are 5’5 or 

shorter, we recommend the 24” bar stool height. 

Stools will be provided at school for student use. 

 

Class Supplies (needed every class period) 

-   Method Book: Artistry in Strings Book 2 

- Korg Sledgehammer Pro Tuner 

- Cleaning Cloth (can be a cotton washcloth)  

 


